
 

 

  

 

 

 

Us swine are marching now, from the holding pens 
 

Like flickers we appear, and just so we pass by 
With blinded eyes we cannot see the harvest drawing nigh 

 
But we’ve known it once, and I do still, they’ll come again to bring home the kill 

With knives and lies to spin death from life, and these horrid yarns 
Of Spectres and Strife 

- 

Unhallowed Deliverance is a young and ambitious five-piece death metal band, founded in 2017 in 
protestant high school in the secluded forests of Windeck, and after years of practice and preparation 
they are ready to unleash their auditory hatred upon the world. 

Their debut album “Of Spectres and Strife”, released on 10th May 2024 is recorded, produced and 
published completely independently and tells the divisive tale of modern man, delving deep into the 
normalized, mundane yet ever changing horror of being human. Hurdled between offal and broken 
dreams, it features nine brand new songs of lament, some extra-, some introspective, but all accusing 
the various forms of conflict humans entangle themselves in: be it with each other or their fellow 
mammals, with their unsatisfactory achievements or their disparate doctrines, with their ageing 
bodies or their systems unjust. These haunting stories are told through an uncompromising, raving 
and technical blend of modern death metal, opposing lightning fast blastbeats with soul-crushing 
breakdowns, blackened tremolos with filthy slams and gut-churning growls with ear piercing shrieks, 
resulting in a catchy, varied yet dismal power trip, mixed and mastered by Demigod Recordings and 
being just what its title suggests: A harrowing spectre. 

On stage they deliver an intense, engaging live show, that shall soon dominate the moshpits of 
Europe. Despite their young age, they are already deeply connected in their local scene and share 
members with established heavyweights such as Stillbirth and Diaroe and already opened for 
international titans such as Dying Fetus and Archspire. 

Hail to thee, perdition! 
 

For more on Unhallowed Deliverance, refer to these links: 
Unhalloweddeliverance.bandcamp.com 
www.instagram.com/unhalloweddeliverance 
www.facebook.com/unhalloweddeliverance 
www.unhalloweddeliverance.de 
 
Email: unhalloweddeliverance@gmail.com 
 


